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1 introduction

In a series of recent papers, 1Gideon Rosen has examined the conditions of moral

responsibility trying to answer the question: when are people blameworthy for their

actions? In most cases, agents are responsible for their actions, and so can be blamed

when they intentionally cause harm or neglect to provide aid when called for. How-

ever, there are situations in which an agent acts intentionally, but is not blameworthy

for what they do. The agent, in special cases, is excused.

Duress is a familiar example to philosophers and non-specialists alike. If you

threaten to harm my family if I don’t rob a bank, I will rob the bank, but I am not

morally responsible for the theft. The theft is on you because you put the gun to my

head. I’m a blameless tool that you managed to use by way of threat.

In a current paper in this line of research, Rosen examines the Milgram experiment

in an effort to provide a possible explanation for his conviction that the participants

in the experiment are not blameworthy for what they did. Notice that Rosen’s main

conclusion is not that we should excuse the Milgram participants, though as a matter

of person opinion, he thinks we should. Rather, the bulk of the philosophical argument

is aimed at explicating a special type of excuse that is available to the Milgram

participants I’ll refer to this excuse as the Milgram excuse. The overall conclusion of

the article then fits the Milgram excuse into the empirical results of the experiment:

none of the evidence from the experiment rules out interpreting the participants as

acting in a way that would allow them to be excused by the Milgram excuse. Even

if it turns out, Rosen argues, that empirical progress shows us that the Milgram

participants cannot take the Milgram excuse, the excuse itself is viable and would

excuse conduct that does meet its requirements.

I don’t share the intuition that the Milgram participants are blameless, but rather

than arguing that they are blameworthy, I will use this paper to argue that the

Milgram excuse is not a genuine addition to the list of excusing conditions. Instead,

it seems to draw any power that it does have from the more familiar excuses of

ignorance or incapacity on the part of the agent. To reach that conclusion, I first

build Rosen’s case, and then challenge it by focusing on the weight he assigns to a

1See e.g., Skepticism About Moral Responsibility. http://weblaw.usc.edu/centers/clp/events/documents/Rosen-

G.SkepticismaboutMoralResponsibility.18PhiloPers295-watson.pdf
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distinction between dispositions that are neutral and those that are not.

sectionMilgram experiments

In the Milgram set-up, participants were told that they were participating in an

experiment with two roles; a teacher and a learner. Participants are told that they

have been randomly assigned to be the teacher; the learner is in fact a confederate.

As the teacher, the participant is asked to administer a series of progressively greater

electrical shocks to the learner, who cannot be seen, but who can be heard and who

simulates being in greater and greater pain. After the shocks start to get higher

in voltage, the learner revokes his consent to participate in the experiment. The

disturbing result of the experiment is that many participants are willing to administer

what they believe to be shocks of 315V.

The participants act wrongly. They inflict what they believe is severe pain on

a person and they do not stop even after the person has explicitly asked for the

experiment to be ended. Rosen however believes that they are not blameworthy, and

his explanation for this fact is that they have an excuse for what they do. However,

the participants cannot make use of the ordinary spectrum of excuses. They were

not, for example, under duress or insane. The excuse must be novel, and Rosen tries

to uncover it by thinking about various ways we could interpret their compliance in

the experiment.

Rosen first considers the possibility that the Milgram participants choose to obey

the experimenter because they are ignorant of the cognitive hurdles that the situation

places in the way of sound decision-making. In other words, they underestimate the

difficulty of reaching the right belief about what action is best to take and so don’t

deliberate carefully enough to settle on disobeying.

If this description of the Milgram participants is right, then analogizing their situ-

ation to more familiar ones yields an argument for thinking they are not blameworthy

for administering the shocks. Rosen uses the example of someone trying to solve a

puzzle or a math problem. The person may wrongly think the problem is routine

and so use a technique and level of effort appropriate to that judgment. There may

be situations in which someone is just dense. He overlooks obvious clues that the

problem is going to be hard, and in that case, his ignorance may not excuse him,

because his ignorance itself is blameworthy. However, in cases in which something is
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genuinely a surprise and attempts to gauge the problem fail despite being made in

good faith, failure to solve the problem through lack of effort is blameless. 2

If the Milgram participants can best be described as ignorant of the difficulty of

the situation, then there is an argument that they are blameless, but the case for their

blamelessness would rest on the familiar excuse of ignorance, which many wrongdoers

besides the Milgram participants can claim.

In any case, Rosen rejects characterizing the Milgram participants as ignorant.

He writes, In the more common case, however, this [ignorance] is not the agents

epistemic situation. As they deliberate and act, the Milgram subjects have abundant

undefeated evidence that they should call a halt to the experiment. They may believe

to some high degree that this evidence is somehow misleading. But unlike the deluded

mathematicians in our examples, the Milgram subjects are vividly aware that they

are confused and that the task they face is far more difficult than they expected it

to be. So even if they believe that on balance they have reason to obey, they are

simultaneously aware of a significant risk that they may be wrong.

According to Rosen, a more sophisticated interpretation of the Milgram partic-

ipants is one that takes their discomfort and reluctance during the experiment at

face value: as evidence that they are aware that they are facing a difficult decision.

Despite this, a majority end up judging that the best thing to do is to obey. What

is the relationship between their judgment that the best thing to do is to obey and

their suspicion that they could be seriously wrong about that judgment? There are

two ways to fill out the example.

One way is to imagine that after the participants suspected that the situation

was a difficult one, they did try harder to deliberate carefully. On this reading, the

participants did not ignore their doubts, but rather acted on them, but fruitlessly.

This would be analogous to a puzzle-solver suspecting that the problem he’s working

on is harder than he thought and adjusting his concentration and effort accordingly.

Unfortunately, since most of the participants obeyed the experimenter, we know that

the extra effort still resulted in failure. Since they tried to carefully deliberate in

a manner commensurate with the difficulty of the situation they found themselves

in and still failed, there is evidence to claim that they were incapable of seeing the

2Rosen sums up this argument in his own words on pg. 17
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reasons that were there to see (e.g., the pain of the actor).

Rosen does not think there is sufficient evidence to reach this interpretation, All

we know is that these subjects did not fully appreciate these reasons, or if they did,

they chose not to act on them. Here it is relevant that 20

I disagree. If we can take the subject’s discomfort as evidence that they knew

their situation might be especially cognitively challenging, then it seems natural that

it would also be evidence of them wrestling with their deliberation. One plausible

excuse for the Milgram participants was incapacity. They were rendered incapable of

appreciating the urgent moral reasons of their situation.

But put that aside. Rosen’s argument does not rely on him being right about

how we describe the participants; it depends on him being right about the power of

the Milgram excuse when we understand the participants in the way he thinks best.

What is that way?

Rosen thinks the best description of the Milgram participants is that they suspect

that they should disobey the experimenter and are capable of deliberating in such a

way that they would judge in favor of disobeying, but that they fail to deliberate in

that way and so fall prey to the experimental situation and obey. Thus, Rosen believes

that the best account of the Milgram participants is that they were not ignorant of

the challenge they faced and not incapable of meeting it. 3 So why didn’t they meet

the challenge and disobey the experimenter? Put another way, the question Rosen

wants to answer is, what excuse is available to someone in the Milgram experiment

who knew the situation called for more careful deliberation, was capable of more

careful deliberation, but did not use more careful deliberation?

The answer is not obvious, Rosen believes, because we have a tendency to explain

omissions of effort failures to try harder when we think we might be failing as

motivated by laziness or a lack of concern for the consequences of being wrong. 4 In

short, we have a tendency to see failures to deliberate as carefully as we should as

instances of recklessness.

Here’s a paradigm example. Diane is late for work and is driving along at the

speed limit of 55 mph. She then enters a residential street, and the scenery begins

to change there is a school and children’s toys are lying out in yards. She suspects

3For the purposes of the rest of the paper, we can treat this description as stipulated.
420-21
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that the speed limit might be lower in this area, but she doesn’t slow down or try to

look more carefully at signs down side streets that look like they could be speed limit

postings. In essence, she willfully protects herself from seeing or considering evidence

(e.g., the houses, the toys) that would convince her that she is acting wrongly; she

shields what she thinks could be a wrong judgment. If Diane were to injure someone

due to her driving speed, she would be blameworthy because reckless.

The thought behind this judgment, as Rosen argues, is that Diane would have

slowed down if she cared more about others or had been less concerned about her

attempt to be on time. Her disregard for her belief that she might be doing something

wrong originates in an attitude that is considered a fault.

But what if her disregard for the nagging thought that she was going too fast did

not result from any attitude that was considered a fault? In that case, Rosen argues

that she would be blameless.

The distinction that is being relied on is that between omissions that originate

from a flawed disposition like laziness or callousness and those that originate in neutral

dispositions that should not be considered flaws.

Specifically, in the context of the Milgram experiment, Rosen posits a disposition –

what I’ll call the Milgram disposition1 5 – to obey authority. The Milgram disposition

is not evaluative at all, because the triggering of that disposition does not reveal

anything about what an agent values. It is a mere disposition, like getting goosebumps

when it’s cold out. The disposition does not arise out of a slavish personality or a

yearning to be commanded; the disposition is a fact about humans that psychology

has discovered.

Explaining the point, Rosen writes:

With this in mind, let me offer an alternative hypothesis about the

obedient subjects in the Milgram study. According to this hypothesis,

obedience in the Milgram environment reveals almost nothing about what

the subjects care about. Instead it reveals a disposition to respond to

5My hope is that giving it this name will enhance understanding. Earlier, I stipulated that I

would use Milgram excuse to refer to the excuse Rosen thinks is active. That excuse turns out to be

a brute disposition to form practical judgments that match the judgments of those in authority. The

disposition that grounds the Milgram excuse in the Milgram experimental situation, is the Milgram

disposition. In other situations though, other dispositions might ground the Milgram excuse.
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certain features of the environment with obedience, and in particular, the

disposition to respond to the confused evidential situation by aligning

ones normative judgment with the judgment of a perceived authority.

This disposition is not a matter of caring about or valuing obedience

above other things. It is not a matter of concern at all. Rather it is a

narrow spectrum, broadly cognitive disposition which masks or screens

off the agents underlying pattern of concern, producing behavior that is

relatively insensitive to that pattern.

According to Rosen, the Milgram participants had a psychological quirk that

sprung their conclusion about what to do on them. It was not arrived at through

reason. Their conclusion did not originate in a judgment of value and so cannot be

the basis on which to blame them.

How strong is the distinction between dispositions that are flaws and those that

are not? Does this distinction support holding the Milgram participants blameless? I

argue that the distinction does not assure Rosen’s conclusion for two reasons. First,

there is good reason to think that there are defective dispositions that are not based

in insufficient concern and that the Milgram disposition is one of them. Second, even

if the Milgram disposition were not in itself a defect, it could still ground a judgment

of blameworthiness.

My case for the Milgram disposition being a defect is based on analogy to weakness

of will. Weakness of will is usually thought to be a flaw, despite the fact that it does

not originate in a flawed pattern of concern. In fact, what is so puzzling about

weak-willed actors is that they are capable of evaluating all their reasons properly,

but nonetheless fail to do what their own reasons recommend to them. What’s more,

their puzzling failure, though it does not reflect a deficient pattern of concern, grounds

judgments of blameworthiness. Take Jones, who judges that he should spend time

with his children, however, he is weak-willed and plays video games all day instead.

His concern is where it should be – with his children – but his actions do not follow

that judgment, and so we can blame him for neglecting his children. 6

Weakness is a flaw because it prevents an agent from acting on what he considers

6This example comes right of Rosen’s paper, who uses it to anticipate the objection I’m raising.

It’s simpler to use his case rather than invent another.
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to be most strongly supported by the reasons available to her, and it seems the

Milgram disposition is similar. It prevents an agent from forming a judgment that is

in line with the reason that are present in the situation (which in the Milgram are

urgent moral reasons). Weakness prevents rational action and the Milgram disposition

prevents rational judgment. Both are flaws and so both should support judgments of

blame.

I said that the Milgram disposition is only similar to weakness of the will because

in weakness, the agent knows she is contradicting her best judgment, but not in

the case of the Milgram disposition. In the latter, the agent arrives at a good faith

conclusion about what to do, even though there was no genuine reasoning that led her

there (just the operation of the disposition). It is possible that Rosen could exploit

this difference to distinguish weakness of the will from the Milgram disposition, but 7

he does not develop that strategy and instead makes the following argument to answer

the damaging analogy that I’ve advanced, “The right response, I think, is that while

malice and indifference and moral weakness are clearly moral defects in a person, the

Milgram disposition is not clearly a moral defect. Of course it can be exploited to

produce appalling conduct; but so can any number of morally neutral dispositions,

like our disposition to believe what others tell us. Indeed, for all we know it is a

good thing that we are disposed to resolve epistemic confusion by complying with

apparently authoritative commands in unfamiliar circumstances. ”

In some circumstances, including those that were prevalent throughout most of

human history, it may be good that humans align their judgments about what to do

with those in authority. The boss might know best. And, the argument goes, if it’s

true that the Milgram disposition is usually good or might, in some circumstances,

be good, then it cannot be a moral flaw.

However, the fact that the Milgram disposition can sometimes result in good does

not distinguish it from weakness of the will, which can also produce good results.

Huck Finn refuses to turn in Jim despite judging that he should do so. Of course,

there’s a strong urge to point out that weakness is not, in normal circumstances,

a good thing, but that will not ground any strong dissimilarity between it and the

7My sketched, preemptive defense against such a strategy is to note that the agent’s knowledge

of their own irrationality seems beside the point. What matters is that both the Milgram disposition

and weakness of the will prevent the agent from acting consistent with reasons
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Milgram disposition, because what is normal is subject to change. If the human race

comes to live under a totalitarian government that perpetuates itself by making its

ruling ideology of cruelty and hierarchy irresistible to its subjects, then subjects who

indulge, weakly, in feelings of egalitarianism and altruism, will be a starting point for

revolution. Besides, even if turns out that weakness is normally a bad thing and that

the Milgram disposition is normally good, the explanation is of the wrong type. We

don’t blame weak-willed people on the basis of our study of its negative impact on

human civilization, and we wouldn’t change our judgments of Milgram participants

to match the evolving consensus on whether obedience to authority makes for a better

society or a worse one.

The conclusion I draw from the preceding few paragraph is that the Milgram

disposition is a flaw for all the reason that make weakness of will a flaw. They are

similar and deserve unified treatment.

However, there is a further argument against Rosen’s position, which is the fact

that an action can be blameworthy, even if originates in a judgment that is prompted

by a neutral disposition.

Take Tom. He has a disposition to say hilariously off-beat comments and it’s one

of his best character traits. It puts people at ease and entertains them at the same

time. However, he has to be careful at funerals. When thinking about what to say to

other guests, he finds himself being confident that one or another observation about

the absurdity of human life is warranted, and these comments are wrong. They offend

relatives and are disrespectful to the life of the person who has died.

It is right to blame Tom for his comments because they manifest a failure to

respect the reasons that are present. He has a disposition that’s harmless, but in

some cases it distorts his reasoning about what to do, and when it does, it is a

mistake in judgment, and he can be blamed for it. It might be different if Tom did

not know he had such a disposition or if he could not resist this disposition when it

crept into his thinking about what to do, but we already know that ignorance and

incapability have a much stronger claim to be genuinely excusing, and Rosen thinks

that those excuses do not best characterize the Milgram participants.
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2 Conclusion

Gideon Rosen thinks the Milgram participants are not blameworthy for inflicting

(what they thought was) pain on non-consenting adults, and he wants to show how

that judgment could be true (not that it necessarily is true). What would the partici-

pants need to be like in order to be excused from conduct that is a paradigm example

of wrongdoing?

To find out, Rosen surveys the following characterizations of the Milgram partic-

ipants.

1. The MPs are ignorant. They don’t know the difficulty of the situation that

they are facing and so don’t attend very carefully to the reasons at play in

the situation. They are not blameworthy because they had no way of knowing

that the environment they were in would make moral decision-making especially

difficulty.2

2. The MPs are incapable. The MPs know the difficulty of the situation they are

in, or at least suspect it, but their attempts to make a more careful decision-

making were for nothing. They could not make a good decision, and so are not

blameworthy. They could not do anything other than decide for continuing the

experiment.

3. The MPs were the subject of a special narrow disposition to obey authority.

They knew that the cognitive task of judging what was best to do was a difficult

one, but they do not expend extra effort to assess the situation, because such

effort is preempted by a disposition to agree with authority figures. They are

not blameworthy because their failure to think harder about their situation is

not driven by their concern for others, but because of a psychological quirk.

4. The MPs are blameworthy. They recognized the above-average difficulty of the

experimental situation, but refused to deliberate more carefully for a range of

possible reasons. Perhaps they didn’t want to embarrass themselves, or perhaps

they were cognitively lazy. In any case, their failure to deliberate more carefully

was due to a blameworthy refusal to do so.
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Rosen rejects (1) and (2) as not fitting the complex thought process of the Mil-

gram experimenters. He thinks that (4) gets the participants mostly right, but that

the characterization wrongly attributes the failure of the participants to deliberate

more carefully to laziness or callousness. (3), Rosen believes, describes the partic-

ipants correctly and is an exculpatory description of their conduct because of the

distinction between behavior that results from the Milgram disposition (discovered

by psychology) and behavior that results from moral flaws (as described by folk psy-

chology). I think that (3) and (4) are not significantly different so that if we judge

that the participants in (4) are blameworthy, then we should judge the participants in

(3) blameworthy as well. Furthermore, even if we do believe that (3) is significantly

different than (4), there are independent reasons to judge the participants in that

example to be blameworthy.
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